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Abstract  
In this paper, we focus on power and thermal management 

for multicore embedded systems with solar energy harvesting 
as the power source and a periodic hard real-time task set as the 
workload. We design a novel semi-dynamic scheme, which 
reschedules tasks at the beginning of specified time epochs. By 
rejecting job instances of certain tasks until the next 
rescheduling point, our scheduler dispatches a subset of tasks 
that comply with the predicted energy budget and thermal 
conditions. Our approach reacts to run-time energy harvesting 
power variation without losing the consistency of the periodic 
task set, which helps to scale processor speed evenly by 
utilizing slack time efficiently without the need for complex 
slack reclamation algorithms, as in prior work. When applied to 
a multicore platform, our approach offers a chance to shut down 
cores and reassign tasks for superior energy efficiency. As a 
result, experimental results show up to 70% miss rate reduction 
compared to prior work. Unlike any prior work, our approach 
also integrates thermal management to reduce peak temperature 
while minimizing miss rate for energy harvesting embedded 
systems.  
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1. Introduction 
Power, energy and thermal constraints have enforced 

significant change in the design of contemporary computing 
systems. Due to unacceptable power dissipation at higher clock 
rates and more potent power leakage with technology scaling, 
single-thread performance has been slowing down. Thus thread-
level parallelism (TLP) to improve performance within a given 
power budget is widely practiced across various computing 
platforms, ranging from high-end servers to desktops, as well as 
embedded devices. Recent years have also seen a significant 
increase in popularity of multi-core processors in low power 
embedded devices [1]. With advances in parallel programming 
and power management techniques, embedded devices with 
multicore processors and TLP support outperform single-core 
platforms in terms of both performance and energy efficiency 
[2]. But as core counts rise to cope with increasingly complex 
applications, techniques for workload distribution and power 
management are the key to achieving significant energy savings 
in emerging multi-core embedded systems. 

For some applications, we need energy autonomous devices 
that utilize ambient energy to perform computations without 
relying entirely on an external power supply or frequent battery 
charges. As the most widely available energy source, solar 
power harvesting has attracted a lot of attention and is rapidly 
gaining momentum. Several embedded systems with intelligent 
energy harvesting and transfer have been proposed, such as 
Heliomote [3] and Prometheus [4]. There has been some 

research on Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) [5]-[7] as 
well, which focuses on applying the proper load on circuitry to 
draw the maximum load for solar panels. To fully exploit the 
capability of these energy harvesting systems, a considerable 
amount of work has also explored task scheduling, primarily for 
embedded systems with real-time task sets. Most of these efforts 
are derived from the earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm, as it 
has been shown to be optimal for scheduling a known task set 
with timing constraints in preemptive system. An early work in 
[8] called lazy scheduling (LSA) executed tasks as late as 
possible, reducing deadline miss rates when compared to the 
EDF algorithm. However, it does not consider DVFS frequency 
selection and always executes tasks at full speed. Because a 
processor’s dynamic power is generally a convex function of 
frequency, operating the processor at a lower frequency often 
results in a higher energy efficiency. Liu et al. [9] proposed the 
EA-DVFS technique that takes processor DVFS into 
consideration. EA-DVFS utilizes task slack to slow down 
execution speed for energy savings and thus outperforms LSA in 
miss rate when total task utilization is low. Later the same 
authors proposed a more intelligent technique called HA-DVFS 
[10], which improves energy efficiency mainly by distributing 
multiple arriving tasks as evenly as possible over time and 
executing them with more uniform frequency. However, these 
works focus on uni-processor systems and have not considered 
execution on multi-core platforms. Recently, a utilization-based 
technique (UTB) was proposed in [11] to better address periodic 
task scheduling in energy-harvesting system. UTB takes 
advantage of predictability provided by periodic task 
information for better task distribution. Moreover, UTB 
proposed a simple extension to support multi-core platforms by 
allocating a subset of tasks to each core and executing the 
single-core UTB algorithm separately on each core.  

In this paper, we propose a thermal-aware semi-dynamic 
algorithm (TA-SDA) to reduce the deadline miss rate of periodic 
tasks under variant and insufficient energy harvesting. 
Compared to prior work, TA-SDA reacts to run-time energy 
shortage and fluctuations proactively to find significantly greater 
scope for energy savings, especially for multi-core platforms. At 
the system level, TA-SDA is triggered at specified time epochs 
to adjust inter-core task allocation and set a per-core execution 
strategy based on an averaged energy budget estimated for a 
period of few minutes until the next specified reschedule time. 
In addition, TA-SDA offers the flexibility to tackle processor 
overheating by re-allocating workload or proactively shutting 
down cores. At the core level, a novel dual-speed method is 
designed for periodic tasks to address discrete frequency levels 
and DVFS switching overhead. Our experimental studies show 
that TA-SDA outperforms the best known prior work, achieving 
superior drop rate reduction and energy efficiency. To the best of 
our knowledge, this work is also the first to integrate thermal-
awareness during resource allocation in energy-harvesting 
embedded systems. 
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2. Problem formulation 
2.1. System model 

In this paper, we focus on the problem of po
management of real-time embedded systems wi
powered by solar energy (Fig. 1). To cope w
nature of the solar energy source, a supercap
buffer solar energy collected by photovoltaic ce
this section, we describe our target system and o

Figure 1:  Real-time embedded processing with e
 

2.1.1. Energy harvesting and storage mode
A photovoltaic array is used as a power

embedded system, converting ambient solar en
power. Naturally, the amount of harvested po
time due to changing environmental conditio
sunlight incidence, cloud density, temperature,
our study, the converted solar power at time
PH(t). The energy EH charged into a superca
time instances t1 and t2 is given by 

     ~  η
where η  is a coefficient between 0 and
charging efficiency of the supercapacitor. We a
ideal Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT
is deployed between the photovoltaic array and 
achieve high and constant recharging efficiency
the energy storage device is limited, and denote
harvested energy will be wasted if the energy 
already fully charged. We assume that task ex
halted when remaining energy is less than 
reserving enough storage to maintain system s
graceful shutdown. In our work, we choose a 
the energy storage medium, because it outper
electrochemical battery in terms of charge/dis
and does not require frequent replacements 
number of recharge cycles [12]. Although a b
some advantages, such as higher energy–weigh
high voltage capability, it is not very beneficia
as our processors operate at very low voltage 
2V) and an energy storage with small capacity 
as an energy buffer that helps smooth out trans
barely sufficient solar power harvesting. 

2.1.2. Periodic real-time task model 
We assume a task set of N independent p
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maximum number of CPU clock cycles neede
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next job instance of the same task. 
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Each time that a task’s job misses th
aborted and the penalty applied to 
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of a task can be characterized by a 
the ratio of the task miss penalty and 
 

Table I: XScale processor [13] pow
Level 0 1 2 

Voltage(V) - 0.75 1.0
Power(mW) 40 80 170

Frequency(MHz) idle 150 400
Energy Efficiency 0 1.875 2.35
 

2.1.3. DVFS-enabled processor m
We consider a homogeneous mult

capability at the core level and sup
Each core has M discrete voltage 
{L0, ... , LM}. Each level is characteriz
M}, which represents voltage, aver
respectively. We consider power-freq
processor as shown in Table I. Here
power of the processor when no t
system stays in active state. Typic
frequency function is convex. Thus, a
frequency can execute the same num
energy consumption. However, this i
static power is considered. To find an
we represent energy efficiency of a 
executed / energy consumed = fi / 
conclude that level 2 is the most
executing at this level consumes th
number of cycles. We call the most e
critical level and thus fcrt = f2,. Althou
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We also define the utilization o
respect to the full speed provided by 
utilization is its execution time under
by its period,  

          ⁄
The utilization for a task set is simp
tasks’ utilizations. In preemptive rea
schedulable by EDF algorithm unde
meets the condition that         
When total utilization is known, 
frequency can be deduced from t
condition that  .   

Unlike many of the prior wo
consider DVFS switching energy 
According to the model in [14], we se
overhead, Eswitch, to be in the order 
switching delay is in the range of a fe
when compared to task execution 
hundreds of millisecond range in our 

 of each period, a new job 
ed to the system. Like most 
uling (e.g., [11]) we assume 
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y associated with each task. 
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                                     (2) 
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                                     (3) 
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Also, unlike any prior work, we c
management in an energy harvesting 
environment. We assume that each core in ou
has a unique Digital Thermal Sensor (DTS)
monitor run-time temperature independently [1
as the thermal setpoint at which throttling is
processor (i.e., throttling threshold = 85°
throttling is triggered, a core must halt executio
state until its temperature drops to 80°C.  

2.1.4. Power management modules 
A scheduler module is an important co

system for information gathering and execut
scheduler gathers information by monitor
prediction module, energy buffer (supercapa
state, and core temperature (Fig. 1). The gather
with profiled periodic task set information, i
management algorithm in our scheduler 
operation of the multi-core platform. Each co
strategy by the scheduler to guide intra-core
predictor keeps track of harvesting power hist
prediction results to the scheduler for energy b
The functionality of these modules is impleme
to simplify system implementation and configur

2.2. Scheduling Objective 
Inspired by the conclusions of prior wo

objective is to reduce total task miss rate u
stringent energy and thermal conditions a
technique should react to changing energy 
incorporating periodic task information. P
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switching overhead into consideration, our tech
avoid frequent DVFS level switching.  
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Figure 2:  Motivation for proposed energ
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Figure 3:  An example of solar intensity vs. ambi
 

4. TA-SDA power management framew
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Figure 4:  Illustration of semi-dynamic fra
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Figure 5:  Energy-efficiency o
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and calculate their energy based on tasks ex
cores at critical frequency.  If the energy budg
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system will be shut down to save harvested e
execution. Recursively, these steps set the nu
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Algorithm 1 Active Core Count Selection  
Input: (i) harvesting power prediction for coming
Pwindow; (ii) energy budget to execute one core at critical
dual-speed method energy efficiency profile for task uti
δ(U); (iv) number of active cores, num_core (v) 
overheated cores, num_hot 
 

  1. Ewindow ← Pwindow × window size 
  2. while Eper_core < Ecrt and num_core > 0 do 
  3.       Enum_core ← (Ewindow – num_hot * Ecrt) / (num_cor
  4.       if num_hot > 0 then 
  5.             Enum_core-1 ←(Ewindow – (num_hot-1)*Ecrt) / (nu
  6.       else then 
  7.             Enum_core-1 ←Ewindow / (num_core – 1) 
  8.       calculate fnum_core-1 and fnum_core, maximum frequen

Enum_core-1 and Enum_core 
  9.       based on Inequality (3), calculate Unum_core-1 and U

utilization supported by fnum_core-1 and fnum_core 
10.       Look up profile for δ (Unum_core) and δ (Unum_core-1
11.       if δ(Unum_core) < δ(Unum_core-1) then  
12.             num_core ← num_core – 1  
13.             if num_hot > 0 then  
14.                    num_hot ← num_hot – 1 
15.             Eper_core ← Enum_core-1, update  Uper_core  
16. Uobj ← Uper_core × (num_core - num_hot) + Ucrt × num
 

As a result of this selection, the number of 
related to the energy budget available for the up
window.  
 

Figure 6:  Miss rates for tasks with non-decreasing W
 

4.2. Penalty-aware task rejection and as
To add task priority control in TA-SDA, 

task’s importance by assigning varied miss pe
this step, our scheme rejects tasks with lower
(Section 2.1.2) first, rather than drop tasks with
time to allocate limited energy budget to more
for miss penalty reduction. In particular, for t
tasks are assigned an identical miss penalty, thi
miss penalty equivalent to miss rate.  
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13. This heuristic not only enables pr
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Algorithm 2 Penalty Aware Task Rejection 
Input: objective utilization from algorithm 
 
  1. sort task set T in non-decreasing order o
  2. Taccepted ← T 
  3. for n = 1:N do 
  4.       if Uaccepted > Uobj then 
  5.             reject nth task 
  6.       else  
  7.             done with task rejection, break 
  8. sort accepted task set Taccepted in non-incr
  9. for n = 1:Naccepted do 
10.       cur_core ← core with lowest utilizat
11.       while cur_core is overheated and Uc
12.             cur_core ← core with next lowes
13.       assign nth task to cur_core 
 
 

We explored two different scena
rejection scheme: one assigns const
miss penalty is equivalent to miss ra
penalties that are the square of ta
importance of longer tasks. Miss rat
non-decreasing WCEC order are plot
that the first case has higher miss ra
second case generates opposite result
penalties assigned to the task set.  
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describe the implementation 
thod. For convenience, we 
as fhigh, the lower one as flow, 

as fobj. 
tween two adjacent discrete 
he proportion of cycles to 
ssume that the total number 
ng fobj with a combination of 
in the same amount of time, 

                          (4) 

he proportion αhigh for each 

⁄  ⁄⁄  ⁄                      (5) 

fobj, there is a one-to-one 
d fobj, and the values of 
r a given task set. Based on 
cy in section 2.1.3, the 
peed method δdual(fobj), can 
tive frequency divide by the 



However, it is non-trivial to get clos
efficiency in a dual-speed method implement
following difficulties: 
• Excessive DVFS switching results in ma
overhead that considerably affects energy effici
• Executing at flow for too long causes task timi
• Executing at fhigh for too long results in tim
the arrival of new job instances of periodic
wasted as idle cycles, thus reducing energy effi

To address these issues, we implemen
intuitive dual-speed method with inter-task
described below:  

1) In order to prevent unnecessary DVF
denote number of cycles continuously execu
Chigh and set a threshold Cthresh. When Chigh =
switching to flow or staying at fhigh brings about
consumption, i.e.,  ⁄ ⁄ 2
where Eswitch is DVFS switching overhead
Cthresh(fobj), can be easily calculated offline. Fro
Chigh < Cthresh, the system forbids switching to f
higher energy cost.  

2) To avoid task timing violation at flow
method always set execution speed to fhigh
finding a proper chance to switch to flow, exe
jumps back to fhigh as soon as a certain numbe
been executed at flow such that Chigh/(Chig
according to the specified proportion.   

3) To avoid undesirable idle cycles at fhigh
method switches to flow if number of unfinished
not greater than 1, indicating possible shortage
the other hand, this step also helps to red
switches as it halts switching to flow when job
queue are sufficient. 

The steps above are summarized in Algori
at line 3, frequency switching is not triggere
than critical frequency, as executing below c
should be avoided.    

 

Algorithm 3 Dual-Speed Method with Inter-Task Switc
Input: (i) objective optimal frequency, fobj; switch
threshold profile for fobj from 400 to 1000 MHz, αhigh(fobj
 
  1. fcur ← fhigh 
  2. while true do 
  3.       if fobj > fcrt then    
  4.             if fcur = fhigh then 
  5.                   Chigh ← Chigh + 1          
  6.                   if jobpool.size ≤ 1 and Chigh > Cthresh then
  7.                         fcur ← flow 
  8.            if fcur = flow then 
  9.                  Clow ← Clow + 1 
10.                  if Clow > Chigh × (1- α)/ α then   
11.                        fcur ← fhigh 
12.                       Clow←0, Chigh←0 
13.       if at reschedule point then 
14.             update fobj based on Inequality (3) 
15.             find adjacent frequencies that flow < fopt < fhigh 
16.             fetch α (fobj) and Cthresh(fobj) from profile 

 

To show the advantage of our dual-speed m
task switching, we compare it to three alterna
speed method which just finds a higher than o
directly supported by the processor and d
frequency at all; (ii) intra-task method that agg

e to theoretical 
tation, due to the 

assive switching 
iency [14];  
ng violations; 

ming slack before 
c tasks, which is 
iciency. 

nt a simple and 
k switching, as 

FS switching, we 
uted at fhigh to be 
= Cthresh, whether 
t the same energy 

2       (6) 

d. The value of 
om Eq. (6), when 
flow, as it leads to 

w, our dual-speed 
h initially. After 

ecution frequency 
er of cycles have 
gh+Clow) = αhigh, 

h, our dual-speed 
d job instances is 

e of workload. On 
duce number of 
b instances in the 

ithm 3. Note that 
ed if fobj is lower 
critical frequency 

ching 
hing proportion and 

j) and Cthresh(fobj)  

n 

method with inter-
atives: (i) single-

optimal frequency 
does not switch 
gressively toggles 

speed during executions for ever
switching overhead; and (iii) ideal ca
is applied, with switching overhe
theoretical best case efficiency. The c
task miss rate and sets per core utili
seen in Fig. 7, the single-speed schem
it keeps running at fhigh. Intra-task
switching between two DVFS levels
still significantly higher than the id
DVFS switching overhead. By pres
and monitoring available workloads 
task switching scheme finds approp
results in a miss rate close to the ideal

 

Figure 7:  Performance comparison of 
 

5. Experimental Studies 
5.1. Overall miss rate reduction
We first study overall system miss r
previous works. We developed a 
evaluate the effectiveness of our pro
dynamic power management alg
compared our scheme to the state o
Algorithm (UTB) [11], which we mo
In addition, we also extended the ene
DVFS [10] technique for multicore s
partitioning across multiple cores, to 
point. All tests are based on the proc
in Table I. The energy harvest
temperature profile is obtained from
Golden, Colorado, US provided by N
Laboratory (NREL) [20]. Our syst
daytime over a span of 750 minutes, 
when solar energy is available. B
techniques assume a perfect predic
over the short term, based on the 
profiles do not change notably over s
for a granularity of 1 minute). On 
simple moving average prediction fo
Our task sets are randomly gene
varying based on a given value of 
When comparing techniques under a
sure that they are working on the ide
possible impact of task set randomne
window size for TA-SDA to be 5 
average task execution time of a few
too short to cause frequent changes i
not too long to make it hard to
accurately. Finally, we assign identi
as to compare TA-SDA with previo
oblivious. 

y task while considering 
ase where intra-task method 
ead set to 0 to achieve 
comparison study calculates 
ization to 100%. As can be 
me shows the worst result as 
k method works better by 
s. However, its miss rate is 
deal case due to excessive 
setting switching threshold 
in the job pool, our inter-

priate switching points and 
l case. 

 
frequency selection schemes 

n 
rate reduction compared to 

C++ based simulator to 
posed thermal-aware semi-
gorithm (TA-SDA). We 

of the art Utilization-Based 
odeled in our environment. 
ergy harvesting-aware HA-
system with balanced tasks 
enable another comparison 

cessor power model shown 
ting power and ambient 

m historical weather data of 
National Renewable Energy 
tem only executes during 
from 6:00 AM to 6:30 PM, 

Both UTB and HA-DVFS 
ction of the energy budget 

premise that solar energy 
small windows of time (e.g., 

the other hand, we use a 
for our TA-SDA technique. 
erated, with the workload 
utilization for the task set. 
a specified setup, we make 
entical task set, eliminating 
ess. Finally, we set schedule 

minutes compared to the 
w hundred milliseconds, not 
in the execution policy and 
o estimate energy budget 
cal penalties to all tasks so 

ous works that are penalty-



5.1.1. Experiment Results 
In our tests, we compare overall miss rat

DVFS [10], UTB [11] and TA-SDA for diff
cores ranging from 1 to 32. With increasing num
scale harvesting power, number of tasks, 
utilization linearly so as to keep a consistent an
core workload and energy budget. We generate
sets to test every configuration.  

Figure 8:  Miss rate comparison with light workload
 

First, we experiment on a workload with pe
set to 0.4, which has moderate energy require
can execute at critical frequency for highest 
energy is sufficient. The results are shown in F
can be seen to have a much higher miss rate as
use of periodic task information and thus unde
workload. For the other two techniques, the a
SDA over UTB is small for the single-core se
utilization is not very high. However, with incr
cores, TA-SDA’s advantage expands considera
per-core workload and energy budget stays
reason is that UTB uses an isolated task drop
each core, which is based on energy availabil
one upcoming task, ignoring workload on 
compete for the same energy source. In co
performs task rejection before assigning ac
different cores; thus the workload is adapted t
energy budget that has been predicted. Furthe
actually benefits from increasing number of co
the flexibility to shut down some cores for high

Figure 9:  Miss rate comparison with heavy workloa
 

We also compared UTB and TA-SDA unde
workload, with per core utilization set to 1.0, 
are shown in Fig. 9. Not surprisingly, the h
expands the performance gap between UTB an
trend is backed by observations for other utiliza
other utilizations are not shown for brevity). T

tes between HA-
ferent number of 
mber of cores, we 

and total task 
nd reasonable per 

ed 50 random task 

 
d (utilization = 0.4) 

er core utilization 
ements as system 

efficiency when 
Fig. 8. HA-DVFS 
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pping scheme on 
ity prediction for 
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ontrast, TA-SDA 
ccepted tasks to 
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ores as it exploits 
er efficiency. 

 
ad (utilization = 1.0) 

er a much heavier 
results for which 

heavier workload 
nd TA-SDA. This 
ations (results for 

The reason for the 

performance gap is that the highe
stringent timing and energy constrain
balanced run-time adjustment schem
as discussed in Section 3. As a r
difference between these two techniq
core platform scenario, where TA-SD
reduction compared to UTB. Additi
SDA have less variation on multiple t
which indicates that task set randomn
SDA as its dynamic adjustment is 
entire task set, and not just individual

   

Figure 10:  Miss rate diffe
 

To support this conclusion from
analyzed the advantage of TA-SDA
power fluctuates over time (Fig. 10)
rate reductions occurred for TA
harvesting power is low or changes d

5.2. Impact of thermal managem
Here we study the impact of

management schemes in an energy
Our experimental setup for this st
discussed in Section 5.1. To simu
overheating risk (as discussed in Se
approach for a very heavy workload 
to 1.0. Our environmental profile co
and ambient temperatures from 9A
analysis, we integrated our simulato
source thermal modeling and analy
package parameters of the Hotspot to
processor, with no air cooling system

5.2.1. Experiment Results 
In our tests, we compare the perfo

(i) Non-Throttling: We remove the
TA-SDA scheme. This is representa
art scheduling techniques for energ
ignore thermal issues; 

(ii)  Throttling: We again consid
without thermal-awareness, but here
and reactively enable throttling whe
throttling threshold; 

(iii) Proactive: This is our TA-SDA
that integrates proactive core slowdo
throttling. 

er workload implies more 
nts, under which TA-SDA’s 

me becomes more effective, 
esult, the most significant 

ques can be seen for the 32-
DA has about 70% miss rate 
ionally, the results of TA-
task sets compared to UTB, 
ness has less impact on TA-
based on the scope of the 

l tasks.  

 
erence over time 

m another perspective, we 
A over UTB as harvested 
). As expected, higher miss 

A-SDA over UTB when 
ramatically. 

ment 
f using different thermal 
y harvesting environment. 
tudy is similar to the one 
ulate a scenario with high 
ction 3.2), we evaluate our 
with per core utilization set 

onsiders high solar intensity 
AM to 3PM. For thermal 
or with HotSpot, an open-

ysis tool [17]. We changed 
ool to model a lower power 

m.  

ormance of three schemes: 

ermal awareness from our 
ative of current state of the 
gy harvesting systems that 

der our TA-SDA scheme 
e we measure temperature 
en temperature exceeds the 

A approach from Section 4 
own to reduce instances of 



 We considered a test platform with 16 
together in a mesh topology. Our test resu
schemes can be seen in Fig. 11. We can se
Throttling scheme suffers from high peak 
extended periods of time. Such high te
significantly impact the system stability 
Considering the fact that existing schem
literature for scheduling tasks on energy harve
not consider thermal issues, the result indi
schemes may not be practically viable for us
harvesting systems. 

Figure 11:  Peak temperature over ti
 

Table II: Comparison between Throttling and Pr

Thermal management scheme average peak 
temperature 

numb
thrott

Throttling 79.60°C 94
Proactive 78.53°C 74

 
In contrast, the reactive Throttling scheme 

temperature to stay below throttling threshold
time. In Fig. 11 the red dashed line indicat
threshold at 85°C and the green dashed line sho
at 80°C at which throttling terminates. N
temperature seldom drops to 80°C in simulatio
the fact that other un-throttled cores take o
thermal hotspots in the system from the thro
TA-SDA Proactive scheme proactively 
slowdown when temperature exceeds a pr
threshold (set to 82°C, and shown with the 
shown in Fig. 11). This scheme helps to 
efficiency by avoiding unbalanced frequen
thermal throttling. Table II shows how our pr
not only reduces peak temperature, but also red
of throttling instances, which allows more eff
management, culminating in an overall improv
The results highlight the benefits of pr
management, as practiced in our TA-SDA appr

 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a new therm

dynamic algorithm (TA-SDA) for real-time
embedded systems with energy harvesting. Com
known previous work, our scheme reduces mis
for low intensity workloads and up to 70% f
workloads. We also demonstrate, for the first ti
of considering thermal issues in energy harvest
TA-SDA approach not only outperforms prio
proactively solves the problem of thermal man

cores connected 
lts for the three 
ee that the Non-
temperatures for 

emperatures will 
and reliability. 

mes proposed in 
esting systems do 
icates that these 
e in real energy-

 
ime 

oactive schemes 
ber of 
tlings 

overall task 
miss rate 

4 35.92% 
4 35.33% 

is able to control 
d for most of the 
tes the throttling 
ows the threshold 
Note that peak 
on. This is due to 
over the role of 
ottled cores. Our 

performs core 
roactive reaction 
blue dashed line 
increase energy 

ncies created by 
roactive approach 
duces the number 
ficient scheduling 
ved task miss rate. 
roactive thermal 
roach. 

mal-aware semi-
e multiprocessor 

mpared to the best 
ss rate up to 32 % 
for high intensity 
ime, the necessity 
ting systems. Our 
or work but also 
nagement in such 

systems to provide better performan
before. Our ongoing work is lo
techniques that can further enhance
approach in environments with highly
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